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                            4th January, 2020 
 Our Correspondent 
 
 
Private sector credit falls 77pc in July-Dec 
KARACHI: Private sector credit offtake sharply dropped 77 percent to Rs117.384 billion in the first half of 
the current fiscal year of 2019/20, the central bank data showed on Friday, as higher interest rates and 
economic slowdown dampened business appetite for bank loans. 
 
The State Bank of Pakistan’s (SBP) data showed that credit to private sector stood at Rs503.628 billion in 
the corresponding period of last fiscal year. Businesses are not willing to obtain fresh funds from banks due 
to higher cost of borrowings. Interest rate stands at decade-high of 13.25 percent amid stubborn inflation. 
Muted demand and flagging economic activities weighed down on private sector’s uptake for working 
capital to extend or establish businesses. 
 
Analysts said the SBP should step up its efforts to get credit flowing at a faster pace and spur growth that 
slowed at 3.3 percent last fiscal and is expected to taper further to 2.4 to 3 percent in the current fiscal 
year. 
 
“The demand for the private sector credit is to remain subdued unless the SBP eases policy rate and 
economic growth gets momentum,” an analyst said. 
 
The SBP’s data showed that conventional banking branches extended Rs55.452 billion loans to private 
businesses between July 1 and December 27, 2019 compared with Rs377.869 billion in the corresponding 
period a year earlier. 
 
Corporate sector’s borrowing from Islamic banks dropped to Rs14.154 billion during the period under 
review from Rs77.086 billion a year earlier. 
 
Islamic banking branches of conventional banks lent Rs47.777 billion to private sector in the six-month 
period compared with Rs48.673 billion in the corresponding period a year ago. Many analysts don’t expect 
the central bank’s monetary policy committee to slash the policy rate in next policy review, due this 
month, and rest of the entire fiscal year. 
 
The neutral policy arguments find bases in a foreign ratings agency’s projection. Fitch Solutions sees the 
SBP to keep its policy rate unchanged throughout this fiscal year. 
 
“We at Fitch Solutions forecast the SBP to continue to keep its policy rate on hold through FY2019-20 (July 
– June), having implemented 100bps worth of hikes in the current fiscal year,” it said in a report. “That said 
we believe that the central bank is likely to lower its policy rate in the second half of the year (first half of 
FY2020-21), as it looks to create policy space for future jumps in inflationary pressures.” 
 
However, some analysts see chances of monetary easing from March this year onwards, basing their 
arguments on finance ministry’s and International Monetary Fund’s inflation outlook. Analysts said 
inflation would peak below 12 percent in January, paving the way for no further hikes. 
 
IMF has lowered inflation projection for FY2020 to 11.8 percent down from 13 percent on account of this 
fact that “the administrative and energy tariff adjustments are expected to offset the effects from weak 
domestic demand”. 


